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I want to discuss the challenges facing the liberal arts. The subject is hardly original. Debates on higher education, during the last decade at least, have been bedevilled by a preoccupation with academic “crises,” including the fate of the curriculum. Numerous authors in the United States and Canada, mostly imitating the late Allen Bloom’s Closing of the American Mind, have proclaimed, melodramatically, the fall of the contemporary university. Although I once criticized much of this literature for its analytical shallowness, political dogmatism, and historical romanticism, I was only dimly aware of significant changes in university life that have since become more visible. Now even I think that the prospects for higher education are uncertain and disconcerting. Instead of using the language of “crisis,” and in the interests of (a rather strained) consistency with my earlier writing, I here employ the language of “deep concern” about the future of the university.

Liberal education, I fear, is at risk, and the sources of this peril are intellectual, economic and cultural. I argue first that liberal education is the potential victim of its own historical success. Open to a growing variety of disciplines, intellectual currents, and social applications, liberal education can justifiably ingest virtually any academic fare, including that, ironically, which could lead to its own demise. The sources of danger lie largely in the realm of political economy, although such intellectual matters as the “culture wars” play their part. All this notwithstanding, there is still reason for optimism.

The concept of liberal education is filled with paradox. It is at once the most enduring and changeable of academic traditions. It owes its origins to the intellectual culture of ancient Greece, and continues, at least ideally, to embrace its core values: fostering intellectual breadth, development of the whole person, cultivation of character and citizenship, and achievement, in learning and living, of balance and harmony. Indeed, J. Vanderkloest contends that the goal of contemporary liberal education

elicits widespread agreement; it is a process designed to produce a fully educated person by providing knowledge that develops character and prepares individuals to be active citizens within their own societies.

At this point, however, the consensus unravels. How one achieves these lofty goals has produced deep historical divisions. Even in ancient Greece, the philosophical approach of Socrates and Plato, who sought virtue through the pursuit of knowledge and truth, contrasted with the oratorical method favoured

by Isocrates, who declared rhetoric and expression to be the central attributes of enlightened citizenship. The more utilitarian sophists, in turn, stressed the art of political persuasion, which obliged students to write, present, and analyze speeches.  

In the Roman era, the “artes liberales” initially gave priority to oratorical skills, intended to equip propertied gentlemen to carry on the “time honored traditions of their own society.”  

Seneca, on the other hand, contended that education should fit citizens for freedom irrespective of wealth or birth, and he rejected those subjects which insufficiently promoted “moral excellence.”  

The liberal arts in the middle ages both drew from the Greek tradition and reconstituted the definition of essential knowledge. The “trivium” included the subjects of logic, grammar, and rhetoric. The “quadrivium” comprised music, arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy. The rediscovery of Aristotelian thought in the thirteenth century emphasized philosophy and logic at the expense of oratory. Whereas the Greeks had stressed the contribution of the liberally educated to public or military service, the medieval scholar could legitimately withdraw from society in order to engage in scholastic studies. This is the basis of an enduring intellectual dimension of liberal education. As Sheldon Rothblatt explains, the academic’s “[i]solation does not imperil the personality but preserves it and allows the self perfect freedom to pursue thought at its highest, purest, and most disinterested.”  

Of course, although the masters and students in England, France, Spain and Italy could conduct vigorous disputations, they could not question the theological canons of Christianity. Genuine academic freedom was still a distant prospect, equally so in the Protestant universities which were established in the wake of the Counter-Reformation. 

Indeed, during both the Renaissance and the Enlightenment periods, intellectual life and the cultivation of a critical spirit thrived more fully outside the university than in. Proponents of the humanities, who favoured more cultural freedom, and learning for its own sake, were initially repudiated by many universities, then later embraced in a more secular academic world. It was acknowledged, eventually, that humanists who wrote music, poetry, essays, and even novellas also had something to contribute to the refinement of the student’s character.  

Cardinal John Henry Newman bridged two worlds in the evolution of the liberal arts. An Anglican convert to Catholicism, he believed that students required an orthodox Christian education in order to develop fully their moral sensibilities. Secure in their faith, students should also be exposed to knowledge arising from the secular world, including the study of literature, philosophy, history, and science. “Liberal education,” he wrote,  

makes not the Christian, nor the Catholic, but the gentleman. It is well to have a cultivated intellect, a delicate taste, a candid equitable, dispassionate mind, a noble and courteous bearing in the conduct of life; these are the conatural qualities of large knowledge;—they are the objects of a University.”
Unlike those protecting the value of specialized research and the practical importance of professional training, Newman went so far as to defend the "transcendent uselessness" of scholarly life, which as historian Frank Turner argues, has been such an essential aspect of liberal education. It gives students the autonomy to explore the world of knowledge and refine their beliefs and values before entering the post-graduate world of work. And for professors, it has "provided the possibility of contained eccentric creativity."9

Neither Newman nor his North American contemporaries who claimed to know the limits of essential knowledge and who deplored the fragmentation of scholarship could prevent the incursion of specialized research, the elective system, and the diminishing status of classics in the university curriculum. These developments contributed yet again to a remolding of liberal education. Inspired by the German example, elite universities in the United States by the beginning of the twentieth century had established research institutes and were offering the Ph.D., the new crowning achievement of academic life. Only the very best "honours" programme undergraduates were permitted to ascend the academic ladder. But all students now had an array of course options that signified the growing influence of individualism, secularization, and specialization even in the arts. The "social sciences" now included the new disciplines of psychology, sociology, and political science. English replaced Latin as the new core, and generally required, subject. Daniel Wilson, future president of the University of Toronto, was the first professor in North America "specifically" hired to teach the modern subjects of English language, literature, and history.10 Classical and religious study by no means disappeared from the curricula of lay controlled universities, but became themselves specialized course options. As Roger Sale argues,

The modern American university emerged in the embrace of two related principles: first, its teachers should be experts in specifically named fields of study, and, second, anything that could be made into an academic study had a proper place on campus, with a status roughly equal to that of any other.11

The Canadian university landscape lacked the diversity of that in the U.S., and enrolled proportionately far fewer of the university-aged population in the early twentieth century. Still, it too offered students a greater choice of courses than in earlier generations, while promoting (primarily for men) the enduring ideals of character development and national service. Arthur Currie, the principal of McGill, favoured

[i]that liberal education which elevates man as a whole and which fits him for taking his place in private and public life independent of his business and enables him to use for the best advantage his whole powers for good.12

Liberal education, then, was a relatively conservative instrument for fostering and extending the influence of middle class values on Canadian society.13

Was the emerging curriculum consistent with the historic principles of liberal education? Although traditionalists were (and remain) unconvined, academic reformers insisted that the classical goals of liberal education could certainly be
effected in the modern university. Scholarly breadth could be achieved by providing a challenging range of courses. Responsible citizenship would be served by giving students greater freedom to make their own academic decisions. Even the university’s sponsorship of extra curricular life, more diverse than ever by the early twentieth century, would (ideally) contribute to the development of the whole person.

Skeptics, like University of Chicago President Robert Hutchins, dismissed such explanations as mere rationalization for the directionless, soulless university, a problem that the “Great Books” approach to undergraduate teaching was intended to address, and which has been replayed by academic protagonists in the current era. The debates between “ancients” and “moderns” about the nature of liberal learning and the components of valuable knowledge thus have continued throughout the twentieth century.

The tumultuous changes of the 1960s added at least one new ingredient to the liberal education formula: the belief that the university should foster critical thinking, and that students (and faculty) should serve society by attempting to change it. Perhaps the best curricular examples of this are the new legitimate fields of multicultural and women’s studies. Add to these the new interdisciplinary programmes such as Canadian studies, mass communications, cultural studies, industrial relations, labour studies, health studies, urban studies, among many other programmes, and the scope of the liberal arts appears staggeringly broad.

Thus liberal education over the centuries has been both reinforced and redefined. Its scope has grown, and includes a variety of potentially conflicting elements. It cultivates character, but in the absence of in loco parentis standards of care since the 1960s, usually leaves students on their own. It struggles to balance and reconcile the demands of general and specialized, research intensive education. It permits professors and students to withdraw from the world of affairs, or to embrace an ideology of social change. For some, it is the means by which students are socialized and better prepared for citizenship. For others, it is a subversive instrument for challenging the social order. It provides access to virtually all subjects and privileges none. It is assuredly taught more liberally than in previous generations. As Rothblatt notes, the pedagogy commonly employed by liberal educators throughout history included “drill, rote, emulation, repetition, and ... the rod.” Students today are generally treated more respectfully and encouraged to think for themselves.

A representative contemporary statement on the place of the liberal arts in the university can be found in the 1969-70 University of British Columbia Calendar. The Faculty of Arts, as the largest faculty in the university, “seeks to provide students with an opportunity to acquire the foundation of a liberal education.” It stresses “breadth as well as depth,” seeks to foster “a spirit of free and positive enquiry, a power of critical judgment, and a sensitive capacity for creative expression.” It also strives to
prepare the student for both the avocations and the vocations of life. For many professional careers the basic experience of a liberal education is considered indispensable; in none is it considered superfluous.\textsuperscript{15}

This last reference points to one element of liberal education I have not discussed, and to which I now turn—the pragmatic, professional and career-training dimension. One of the enduring historical debates in higher education has turned on the importance of professional training and the influence of the marketplace on liberal education. There are many examples of academic battles on this question. Whereas (in the 1860s) Harvard President Charles Eliot embraced the industrial era and favoured individualism, scientific progress, and competition, Princeton President James McCosh held to a “steadfast Presbyterianism” that would uphold the university’s moral authority.\textsuperscript{16} Similarly, although Ontario’s Egerton Ryerson believed the university should provide “mental discipline fundamentally rooted in social memory,” Daniel Wilson was receptive to the view that higher education was not sufficiently “fitting men for the actual business of life.”\textsuperscript{17} Of course, Thorstein Veblen believed that by 1900 the American university was dominated and damaged by business and professional interests, a sentiment shared by Canadian historian Frank Underhill who accused engineering schools of doing little more than producing “barbarians who can build bridges.”\textsuperscript{18}

There are good reasons to worry about the impact of market values and market forces on higher education, including on the liberal arts. But those of us taking this position should also acknowledge the complementary, or at least symbiotic, nature of the historical relationship between the economic and cultural dimensions of university life. The universities of the middle ages not only trained ministers, but also lawyers, judges, accountants, administrators, and doctors who used the liberal education subjects of logic and oratory to conduct the business of the churches, the diplomatic service, and the civil state. The industrial era of the 19th and early 20th centuries, which unquestionably drew the university further into the marketplace by preparing middle class professionals, also coincided with, and to some degree inspired, the emergence of the social sciences which engaged academics in the study of human affairs in an increasingly urban, secular world.

Consider as well the impressive expansion of the liberal arts during the period of massive university growth in Canada between 1960 and 1970. Fueled by a belief in the value of human capital, politicians, businessmen, and educators could justify spending on virtually any aspect of higher education, which by definition, should contribute to the nation’s burgeoning wealth. Within certain limits, universities generally had the autonomy (and the funding) required to determine their own educational priorities, and as enrolment patterns indicated, the arts were high on most institutions’ curricular lists.\textsuperscript{19} Until now, the liberal arts (and the faculty employed to teach them) have benefited, at least indirectly, from a prevailing popular belief in the job training function of higher
education. Academics would be naive to assume that universities would be funded or enrolled at current levels if the institutions were stripped of their economic role in favour a more purely cultural one.

Thus to the multitude of liberal education’s goals, we should add the most utilitarian one: preparation of students for the labour force. Furthermore, proponents of this priority can defend it in terms familiar to both traditional and modern advocates of the liberal arts. Does responsible citizenship not require gainful employment? Does fulfilling one’s creative potential and developing the whole person not demand a meaningful occupational outlet for the knowledge acquired in university? From this perspective, the needs of the market, perhaps more than ever in this age of economic uncertainty, should shape the university curriculum. Given their malleability, and their attempt to be all things to all people, the principles of liberal education, arguably, would not be compromised by this approach.

Of course, this is precisely the thinking that exposes most of the liberal arts to danger. Will there now be room for “pure,” or should I say “useless,” scholarship and teaching in an environment bereft of adequate resources? If university courses cannot be justified on obvious utilitarian grounds, then will they be protected? Will intellectual initiatives that generate insufficient funding, limited employment prospects, or low enrolments be possible? Cuts in general government funding and the university’s growing dependence on the private sector compound the problem. So too, do underemployed graduates whose minimal incomes raise questions in the public mind about the merit of the general arts. Given recent policy trends in Canada and abroad, there are indeed grounds for concern.

II

Despite its ivory tower mythology, the university has never been immune to the economic vagaries of the “real” world. Canadian higher education has certainly felt the weight of deficit-challenged governments over the past decade. Between 1995 and 1997 alone, Ottawa slashed $7 billion from its expenditures on higher education, health care and social services, one-fifth of the total allocated to these sectors. Provinces imposed additional cuts leading to a significant erosion of public funding for universities. For example, ten years ago the Nova Scotian government funded 69 per cent of Dalhousie’s operating budget. Today that figure is 52 per cent, and declines to 34 per cent if ancillary service and research earnings are included.\(^2\) University operating costs in Canada rose by 15 per cent between 1980 and 1995, but government grants increased by only 4 per cent.\(^2\)

Universities have known hard times in the past, but for the first time since the 1950s, the current cuts have been accompanied by an apparent sea change in public policy. The principle of ample public funding to relatively autonomous universities, which enabled the liberal arts to thrive, is in question. The doctrines
of globalization, privatization, institutional competition, market-driven programming, and user-pay fee schedules are now pushing at the gates of higher learning. For some corporate leaders and politicians, the changes can’t happen fast enough. The Alberta Chamber of Commerce, the Toronto Board of Trade, and the President of Scotiabank are proponents of what Sheila Slaughter and Larry Leslie call “academic capitalism.” This is a world in which students pay something much closer to the full cost of higher education, in which corporations play a greater role in shaping university policy, in which research support from the public and private sector is targeted to business and high technology needs, in which tenure disappears, and in which faculty entrepreneurialism and private universities are encouraged.

According to Peter Godsoe, CEO of Scotiabank, these types of policies are not only desirable but inevitable.

Our university system will see a period of rationalization over the next decade; overlapping programs must be eliminated or merged, and greater efficiencies in program delivery and in administration will have to be found and developed. ... We need to unbundle our funding and allow universities to compete for research grants; we need to tolerate variation in tuition fees to promote institutional excellence; and we need to permit private institutions to play a role in our university system. Let the market, not the government, determine which universities succeed and where our centres of excellence are.

Premier Mike Harris of Ontario raised questions last year about the “surplus” number of university programmes in fields such as geography and sociology, adding to academics’ anxiety about the future of the liberal arts in the province.

Consider the policies already in place to reorient the direction and reshape the funding allocation practices of Canadian universities. Between 1980 and 1995, operating revenues derived from tuition rose from 13 per cent to 24.3 per cent. Research funding from both federal and provincial agencies now favours mission and market-oriented studies over basic, curiosity-driven scholarship. The new Canada Foundation on Innovation, for example, will provide $800 million dollars to universities in the areas of science, health, engineering and the environment, and require some 60 per cent of project costs to be funded by the private sector. This should ensure that economic rather than scholarly interests determine the content of research proposals. Similar research priorities and private sector participation are the basis of the new ten-year, 3 billion dollar Ontario Research and Development Challenge Fund. All of this was preceded by the Centres of Excellence programmes which have channelled research efforts into the demands of high technology and the marketplace. Those of us in the arts are familiar with the “strategic” grant dimension of the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council which has provided special support in areas of “national importance” such as “education and work in a changing society” and “managing global competitiveness.” And here is a revealing and pertinent trend: in 1978-79, one-third of Canadian scientists claimed to be conducting applied research compared to two-thirds who described their work
as contributing to the advancement of knowledge. In 1987-88, 55 per cent were in the applied category and 45 per cent in the advancement of knowledge category. But of course, if liberal education includes the goal of "service to society," then all of this market-driven scholarship, conducted by scientists and social scientists alike, can be justified, or at least rationalized.

Have you heard of the latest trend in the allocation of university funding called "performance indicators"? Alberta, soon to be followed by Ontario, has led the way on this front. Universities are judged and rewarded by governments on the extent to which they achieve specified goals, including successfully sending their graduates into the labour market. But consider this dilemma, raised by William Bruneau and Donald Savage in a critique of this new accountability system. If a philosophy graduate gets a job in an area evidently unrelated to his or her academic work, would this aid or damage the cause of the institution's philosophy programme? Presumably, unemployed arts graduates would indeed tarnish the reputation, and potential funding support, of their respective academic fields. But then would the accountability police consider the ex-student's employment status 3 months after graduation, when underemployment is probable, or 3 years later, when the situation is likely to have improved? Depending on the rules employed in this zero sum game, the p.i. system can be used to skew university priorities away from the liberal arts and towards the more "relevant" fields. That, in all likelihood, is its very purpose.

Ontario's approach is especially crass. It has provided a number of targeted or incentive grants to universities, none of which include the humanities or social sciences. By contrast, it plans to double the number of students in computer science and engineering over the next three years. Universities will be permitted to double tuition fees in these areas if they meet their enrolment targets. Significantly, the technology-rich University of Waterloo initially refused to participate in the scheme because it contended that the quality of education in these fields would suffer if they were compelled to grow so quickly. Others are sceptical of government efforts to anticipate the needs of the labour market. According to one economist, "the history of attempts by government to forecast needs for people for various types of skills does not fill one with confidence," a conclusion borne out by a series of erroneous "manpower" planning projections in the 1970s, including in such applied, market-worthy fields as engineering. Indeed, a 1998 Statistics Canada report claimed that the assumed massive shortage of computer scientists and systems analysts in Canada, which is driving the Ontario enrolment-steering policy, is a myth.

Ironically, governments committed to the laissez-faire, free enterprise model are among the most interventionist in the affairs of higher education, Ontario's being a case in point. The Conservative government of Manitoba has new legislation requiring the province to approve a university's plan to expand, alter, or end an academic programme, and as I noted, the Alberta Tories pioneered the performance indicator system. But social democratic governments have
been, at times, equally directive. Significantly, two of British Columbia’s major higher education initiatives—Royal Roads University and the Technical University of British Columbia—are designed explicitly to serve economic needs. The arts have no evident role to play in this mission.

Some business leaders do indeed speak glowingly of the importance of the liberal arts. Matthew Barrett, the president of the Bank of Montreal, contends that

[It is far more important that students graduate from university having read Dante, or the great historians of today and yesterday, than understanding the practice of double-entry accounting. ... Education should impact not fact, not training, not even skills above essential literacy and numeracy, but rather the “cross-curriculum” abilities to reason, to imagine, to think laterally, and perhaps most important, to welcome learning as a continuing essential part of life.]

Judging by corporate donation and recruiting practices, these noble sentiments reflect theory more than practice. A former vice-president of development and university relations at the University of Toronto made this observation: “On Friday [a business executive] will speak in glowing terms of the value of the humanities. On Monday morning the money goes to engineering.”

Marsha Hanen, president of the University of Winnipeg agreed. “Corporations say they want graduates with broad analytical, thinking and organizational skills. But more and more, when they actually hire, they say, ‘I need this, and I need this, and I need it now.’” And Matthew Barrett’s very own director of recruiting for North America was more circumspect than his boss about how banks hire. Having academically well-rounded employees is desirable, but line managers are not necessarily looking for Dante experts. “It’s a lot easier to assimilate into a bank if you have some banking classes.”

Sociologist Graham Lowe contends that Canadian employers are in fact failing to take advantage of the types of skills that university graduates actually have. Jobs, consequently, are less rewarding and employees are less productive than they otherwise might be.

Universities are increasingly dependent on private sector funding support, and corporations are far more insistent than they used to be about how their donations to universities are spent. In an era when all academic endeavours were deemed economically valuable, donors set relatively few conditions on the disbursement of their gifts. Today, there are more strings attached. Peter Godsoe contends that

Business has a responsibility to ensure that it supports institutions financially and in program development, making sure that programs are aimed at real needs, real skills and real benefits to students and to our community.

Consequently, Scotiabank has funded university projects on the information highway and entrepreneurial studies for aboriginals and women. As the Chair of the Corporate Higher Education Forum said in 1991 (he also happened to be the president of Xerox Canada), business now favours “partnerships” with universities, not merely donations. “Unless there’s a synergy there, industry
won't get involved." More bluntly, a former chairman of Bell Northern Research Ltd. said that

Most university work is curiosity-oriented and unfortunately pure and not particularly relevant ... We fund research but we control the directions it will take.\textsuperscript{12}

Pithingly, business schools have been among the leading recipients of corporate largesse in Canada and elsewhere. An international conference of management educators from 77 countries found that business faculties are increasingly developing courses to meet the needs of individual fee-paying companies, which critics say is "pushing university business schools too far from their traditional missions [off] focusing on broad-based management issues."\textsuperscript{13} A surprisingly critical article on the ethics of these emerging relationships appeared this year in the \textit{Globe and Mail}'s Report on Business. Among its most startling findings was the practice at the University of Toronto in which students in science and business write theses essentially commissioned by corporations. In turn, if the companies are "happy with what the students deliver," they make donations to the students' academic departments.\textsuperscript{14}

One is unlikely to find similar support for the liberal arts. The President of the University of Saskatchewan was pleased to receive a 5 million dollar grant from the Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan, but he noted that it has "been remarkably hard to find [a similar] commitment to the arts and humanities." The university owns a set of 17th-century Amati violins valued at one million dollars, but was unable to solicit any support for an endowment to have a quartet play the instruments.\textsuperscript{15}

Recent changes in Canadian law entitle corporations to higher tax breaks in exchange for donations to higher education, and permit universities to sell patents to corporations—patents developed from academic research subsidized by government. Despite these incentives, and despite some highly publicized and successful fund raising campaigns, Canadian universities are unlikely ever to offset successfully public funding cuts with business and industry donations, even as the universities shift their academic priorities in an effort to attract the corporate dollar. Canada's population and capital base are too small, especially in comparison to that of the United States, and foreign-owned corporations, to which our economy is so tied, have never contributed substantially to Canadian higher education.\textsuperscript{16} According to a recent study cited by the Toronto Board of Trade, this remains the case.\textsuperscript{17} To repeat, the liberal arts thrived in a period when government support was abundant, when universities were fairly autonomous, and where higher education in general was seen as a valuable public investment. Declining (and more targeted) public funding, greater government control, and more selective private sector support combine to imperil the general arts.\textsuperscript{18}

So too does the enduring problem of graduate underemployment. This is a story with two entirely different interpretations. Statistics Canada and university officials generally offer the good news. Surveys of Canadian higher education graduates over the past two decades consistently show that the univer-
University-educated have better job prospects, higher levels of full-time employment, and higher incomes than the non-university trained. Furthermore, their employment situations improve the longer they are in the labour force. However, once the Statistics Canada studies are parsed, a more sobering story appears, confirmed by other sociological surveys. First, graduates in the arts do not fair as well as those in the more applied disciplines. Secondly, the percentage of those who see either no relevance or only partial relevance between their education and employment is high. The National Graduates Survey found that for (employed) 1990 graduates reporting in 1995, 34 per cent were working in jobs directly related to their educations, 60 per cent in jobs partly related, and 6 per cent in jobs they considered unrelated. Statistics Canada did not probe what students meant by “partly” related jobs—which is surely the missing ingredient of the study—but a goodly number of respondents were undoubtedly overqualified. The combination of steady enrolment growth, government hiring freezes, corporate downsizing, the growing predominance of the service sector, and a prolonged recession during the 1990s have contributed in all likelihood to the problem of credential inflation in the labour market. As one B.A. graduate, working as a coat checking attendant put it,

Coat checking does involve being able to be efficient ... You need the ability to keep a cool head. But pretty much any trained chimpanzee could do it. You undoubtedly have friends, relatives, or even children with similar experiences. In 1989, those with at least some post-secondary education comprised 29 per cent of the country’s unemployment insurance recipients.

In July of this year, Angus Reid pollsters claimed to have been “stopped cold” by a survey showing that a B.A. in Arts was considered by only 3 per cent of the population to be the most valuable type of education to have in the work force ten years from now. Ranking higher was “high school education with lots of on-the-job-training.” A university degree in science drew an 18 per cent response. At the top of the list, at 35 per cent, was “a college diploma in a technical occupation.” A recent American study sponsored by liberal arts colleges similarly found that “the liberal arts are neither understood well nor held in high esteem by a critical segment of society.” Such findings can only further diminish enthusiasm for the social sciences, the humanities, and the fine arts. And because women now enrol in the liberal arts at a significantly higher rate than men, declining support for these disciplines threatens to undermine the educational inroads made by women over the past two decades.

Those committed to securing the health of these disciplines must argue more persuasively, in clear and accessible language, for the intrinsic value of the liberal arts. James O. Freedman, president of Dartmouth College, has attempted to convey this message in these eloquent words:

A liberal education ... stirs students to probe the mysteries of the natural world, to reflect on the rise and fall of cultures, to find meaning in the enduring achievements of Western and Eastern civilizations, and to consider ambiguities and arguable lessons of human history. Further, a liberal education encourages
students to seek the affirmation of their most authentic selves. It sets in motion a process of critical examination and imaginative introspection that leads students towards personal definition. It helps students to develop an independent perspective for reflecting on the nature and the texture of their lives. More than any historical datum, any experimental result, or any textual explication, a liberal education conveys to students a sense of joy in learning—joy in participating in the life of the mind.56

Should we also make the case for liberal education, as Michael Useem does, on the basis of its demonstrable but under-acknowledged applied value in the labour market? He argues that even in a world of globalization and corporate restructuring, the broadly trained have a viable place. Its employees’ understanding of foreign languages, cultures and environmental concerns can help smooth a company’s path into foreign markets. Domestic corporations require managers to “cultivate relations” with politicians and community leaders. Academic backgrounds in such areas as politics, religion, and ethnic relations might eventually prove materially valuable for the “otherwise culturally challenged.”57

Testimony, too, from liberal arts graduates who have obtained fulfilling employment in a variety of fields also might aid the cause. As one psychology graduate put it,

I don’t think there is one psychology course that offered actual material I am using day to day but the general concepts and the skills I have learned from having a university education, the research skills, the presentation skills, the analytical skills—weekly, daily, hourly, I am using those skills. Other employee traits attributed by graduates to a liberal arts education included critical thinking, flexibility, tolerance, the ability to integrate new information and to “grasp the big picture.”58

These are useful, though risky arguments on behalf of liberal education, echoed by most university spokespersons. If the arts are sold on the basis of their economic utility, then what happens to the argument when an economy remains stagnant, and arts graduates underemployed? We cannot ignore the demands of the market, or of the students, which as surveys show are increasingly utilitarian in their academic choices.59 Aging faculty who do not plan to retire early should learn all they can about students’ concerns rather than simply disparaging them. From our usually safe positions as tenured professors, we are, at times, too quick to dismiss students’ bread and butter preoccupations, and to bemoan their failure to love learning for its own sake. We can make our arts courses as engaging, exciting and innovative as possible—which may mean changing how we teach—in order to retain student enthusiasm for the humanities and social sciences. Faculty might also have to address thoughtfully the relevance of the courses they offer to the world of employment. But we must also attempt to make university officials and policy makers understand that higher education is neither capable of rescuing economies nor of accurately anticipating long term labour force demands—a challenge that has, to date, confounded business and government themselves. By transforming their academic
programmes to meet expected market needs, universities will pay the price for promoting the myth that they are the key engines of economic growth. If current trends continue, we will wake up early in the 21st century with universities shorn of cultural life, serving merely as a "subsector of economic policy." Some institutions are already there.61

III

The challenges to liberal education are not only externally driven. They arise, too, from inside the academic community, and in recent years have been expressed through the so-called "culture wars." On one side are those who lament the modern, and especially the post-modern, direction of the liberal arts. With Allen Bloom, they deplore the specialization, fragmentation and politicization of the curriculum, and especially the incursion into universities of "identity" politics. Liberal arts programmes used to require students to study the classics, English literature, and the towering figures of western thought. Now the curriculum, a smorgasbord of academic fads, has no core or coherence, and thrives in an "anti-intellectual" university. The "crisis of liberal education, argues Bloom "is a reflection of ... the crisis of our civilization."62

Critics of this perspective have scarcely been silent. In The Opening of the American Mind, Lawrence Levine exposes the thin research, the historical distortions, and the ideological partisanship of works that oppose recent curricular revision. He argues that it is precisely the fields of social history, multiculturalism and women's studies that introduce students to previously invisible worlds, thus strengthening liberal education by pushing back the frontiers of knowledge. Indeed, Martha Nussbaum finds justification for the new curriculum in the Socratic tradition itself which stressed not only the centrality of the "examined life," but, in the hands of the Stoics, was "pluralistic," in that it explored different cultural traditions.63 Ironically, were it not for a form of multiculturalism in the middle ages, in which Arab translators made the work of the ancient Greeks accessible to European scholars, the western canon itself might still be unknown.

I favour genuine diversity in undergraduate education, and I believe efforts to reimpose a core curriculum to be misguided and probably unachievable. Furthermore, I am disturbed by the claims of authors such as Jack Granatstein that multiculturalism has contributed to the "killing of Canadian history."64 Surely, the health of the liberal arts requires scholars to respect the academic choices, even if they dispute the methodologies or research findings, of their colleagues.

This applies, too, to the proponents of the new curricula. Social historians should neither ignore nor disparage the study of political history, especially in a country that was built and will endure only through the process of political negotiation. Those post-modernists who doubt that truth is discoverable should
at least abide the efforts of their colleagues who believe otherwise. I also think that liberal education is in jeopardy if we accept the argument of some academics that one cannot teach and write outside of one's own cultural experience. By this logic, non-aboriginals would avoid research of First Nations societies, and perhaps only women would study women's lives. Among other casualties of this approach would be the discipline of history itself, for how could any of us pretend to understand earlier societies in which we did not live? Liberal education should seek to liberate the literary imagination, not confine it.

In his profoundly pessimistic book The University in Ruins, the late Bill Readings contends that in this era of globalization, the university has lost both its nationalist role and its moral authority. The culture wars are a manifestation of uncertainty and frustration over the institution’s raison d’être. In the absence of a unifying cultural or ideological vision, the university can only manage conflict without resolving it. But this, paradoxically, can be a source of strength for the liberal arts in the current era. Accepting the principle of cultural “dissonance,” which requires genuine pluralism, the university can “incorporate a very high degree of internal variety without requiring its multiplicity of diverse idioms to be unified into an ideological whole.” Readings provides too few practical suggestions as to how this atmosphere can be sustained. But I have one. When departments make new teaching appointments, they should avoid intellectually reproducing themselves, which is too often their current tendency. Instead they should promote diversity by bringing alternative perspectives to the discipline, thereby offering students genuine intellectual choices. Liberal education is endangered not by diversity but by intolerance and dogmatism.

Indeed, I would like to call for an end to the culture wars. However much academics in the arts politically disagree, they should recognize that they are collectively at risk amid the external pressures now facing higher education. Given the reordering of university priorities, the pertinent curricular issue may not be Plato or Foucault, but neither Plato nor Foucault. Gerald Graff, an articulate exponent of curricular reform appeared on the Oprah Winfrey show to debate Allen Bloom. He recalls

I am no friend to the Allen Bloom view of education, but once I began to visualize myself debating Bloom before the ‘Oprah’ audience I was forced to think of him less as an ideological enemy than as a fellow intellectual in a common predicament: how to clarify a debate about relativism, nihilism, and other abstractions not commonly presented on daytime TV. The debates on these and other matters go on, and if the liberal arts survive, it would be exhilarating, at least in my view, to engage these issues continuously in a spirit of respect and civility, the absence of which further degrades university life. As Rothblatt wisely notes, “there is no subject that cannot be taught illiberally, no subject that cannot be taught liberally.” Let’s make the latter a resolution for the new millennium, if not sooner.
CONCLUSION

This presentation on the state of liberal education may be more gloomy than the facts justify. The majority of students in Canada are still enrolled in the liberal arts, and most professional programmes require applicants to have some exposure to the humanities or social sciences. Ads for positions in these fields still appear in University Affairs, and tenure, for the time being, endures in Canada. (The abolition of tenure, incidentally, would enable universities heading down the globalization road to freely and quickly reset academic priorities). These are all positives, but we would be naive to ignore the ill winds not only wafting through Canadian government policies but also gusting through other countries, such as New Zealand and Australia, where academic life is experiencing unprecedented forms of redirection and regulation. The decentralized structure of the Canadian federation may impede the march of economic “progress” which appears to have little room for cultural and other “useless” studies. Perhaps those who care can confront this struggle more effectively at the local or provincial level. But the enemy also lies within. In the spirit of liberal education, or at least a contemporary expression of it, academics should be open-minded, self-critical, and genuinely inclusive in their research, teaching, and relations with colleagues.

They should defend with passion the right and ability of students and professors to pursue curiosity-driven research. They should seek to sustain the institutional balance between arts and science, between professional and undergraduate education, and between pure and applied scholarship—a balance directly threatened by targeted and conditional public and/or private funding. Finally, they should find persuasive ways of defending the true value of an arts curriculum considered increasingly, in market terms, to be “irrelevant” and “useless.” The liberal arts survived the industrial revolution. May they also survive the economic and cybernetic designs of the new masters of the universe, and potential masters of the university.
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